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adele

a work of art 
Inspired by the dark yet dignified grandeur of 18th century neoclassical masters, we created our Adele Dining Chairs to emulate the 
elegant architecture and works of art from Greek and Roman antiquity. The legs and frame are beautifully hand-carved with rosettes and 
other detailing designed to resemble ancient columns. The simple, complementary seat and upholstered back let you sit in comfort as you 
contemplate the arts, both past and present. 

product details
 � Craftsman-built chair frames are constructed using solid, reinforced, hand-

carved, kiln-dried oak for lasting strength and stability.

 � Front legs are hand-carved to resemble Neoclassical columns and feature 
delicate rosette detailing.

 � Cane chair backs are woven and finished by hand.

 � Hand-applied finishes are distressed by furniture artisans to mimic a 
timeworn appearance and lacquered for added protection and subtle sheen.

 � Seats are sustained by sinuous springs, foam padding, and a flexible 
network of durable rubber webbing for comfortable, evenly dispersed 
support.

 � Top Grain Smoke leather develops natural texture and markings with use, 
creating a unique, antique appearance.

 � Barstool seat measures 31.5” h.

 � Counter Stool seat measures 25” h.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Dining Chair 
18.5" w x 24.5" d x 37.5" h 

Weathered/Linen Natural 30ADELWTHLIN
Cane Back/Cinder/Top Grain Smoke 30ADELCNBKLTR
Cane Back/Vintage Stone/Linen Natural 30ADLVINRTN2
Cane Back/Cinder/Linen Natural 30ADLCINRTFL
Cane Back/Weathered/Linen Natural 30ADLWTHRTFL
Cane Back/Rubbed Black/Linen Natural 30ADLBLKRTFL

Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

Finishes: Fabrics: Leathers:

Rubbed Black Natural LinenCinder Top Grain 
Smoke

Weathered Stone Vintage

Barstool 
19" w x 22.5" d x 48" h 

Cane Back/Cinder/Top Grain Smoke
30ADLCNBKLBS

Counter Stool 
19" w x 24" d x 41.75" h 

Cane Back/Cinder/Top Grain Smoke
30ADLCNBKLCS


